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September 5th Meeting:
Dr. Peter B. Kelemen: “Carbon
Mineralization in Peridotite”
The rocks in Oman are special, says
Dr. Peter B. Kelemen. They remove planetwarming carbon dioxide from the air and
turn it to stone. In theory, these rocks could
store hundreds of years of human emissions
of CO2.

Peter and other scientists say that if this
n a t u r a l p r o c e s s, called c a r b o n
mineralization, could be harnessed,
accelerated and applied inexpensively on a
huge scale — admittedly some very big
“ifs” — it could help fight climate change.
Rocks could remove some of the
billions of tons of heat-trapping carbon
dioxide that humans have pumped into the
air since the beginning of the Industrial
Age.
And by turning that CO2 into stone, the
rocks in Oman — or in a number of other
places around the world that have similar
geological formations — would ensure that
the gas stayed out of the atmosphere
forever.
Peter B. Kelemen is the Arthur D.
Storke Memorial Professor, Department of
Earth and Environmental Sciences,
Columbia University. His geological
interests are wide and his writings prolific.
Peter last spoke to the NYMC in May
of 2006 about steep terrain mineral
exploration. We are glad to have him back!
All are encouraged to attend this
meeting and hear Peter’s talk about this
extremely relevant and timely topic. This is
surly a presentation not to be missed!

Ë New York City, New York Ë Incorporated 1937
America’s Oldest Mineral & Gem Club
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Carnelian (& Halloween) Theme
Featured at 2018 Annual Banquet
By Mitch Portnoy
This year’s banquet, which is taking
place on Wednesday, October 17, 2018 at
the Watson Hotel, will center on the theme
of “Carnelian” (but also have a hint of
Halloween).









Banquet Gifts
Banquet Games & Prizes
Video Entertainments
Banquet Song
Special Note Card Sets
Silent Auction Offerings
Other Surprises!

The registration form for this year’s
banquet can be found on page 12 in this
issue. Get it to me as soon as possible – it
helps enormously in the event planning.
See you at the banquet!

In the past, the banquet’s gemstone
themes have included colored diamonds
(2011), tanzanite (2012), jade (2013), ruby
(2014), garnet (2015), opal (2016) and most
recently, amethyst (2017).
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President’s Message
By Mitch Portnoy
October Banquet RSVP
You will find the 2018 banquet reservation
form on page 12 of this issue. I IMPLORE
you to get your banquet forms or at least
your RSVP’s in to us. Knowing the
attendance count is extremely important to
everyone involved in making this event run
smoothly. If you do not tell us you are
coming, you will lose the subsidy provided
by the Club and have to pay full price at
the door.
Mindat.org Page Sponsorship

Club Meeting “Minutes” for
August 5, 2018

The Mindat.org website is perhaps the most
important mineral informational tool that
most of us access every day in the United
States. It is a non-profit entity. In order to
keep it running and available, the NYMC
has decided to sponsor the kunzite page on
the site.
Have an idea for a story?
Write for the Bulletin of the NYMC.
You’ll be glad you did!

A monthly publication filled with
descriptive articles, historical tidbits,
new mineral finds and more!
All in full color!
Subscriptions are just $30 per year
(12 issues) in the USA. Checks and
major credit cards accepted. Order
from:

Mineral News
1885 Seminole Trail—Suite 202
Charlottesville, VA 22901-1160
www.mineralnews.com
news@excaliburmineral.com

Joseph A. Freilich, controversial
mineral collector and dealer, passed
away in June 2018. Joe was our banquet
speaker on November 8, 2000.
The Speaker-in-Residence for the fall
Wildacres session will be noted member
Alfredo Petrov.
Demetrius Pohl (past president) coauthored an article about a mine in the
Congo Republic in the July/August 2018
Mineralogical Record; the late Larry
Conklin was mentioned in a letter about
the Newmont Azurite in the same issue.

Coming In November

Donated books were given quite freely,
if a purchase was made.
 Thanks to Diane Beckman for coming
over on Saturday and spending MANY
hours setting up the event.
Special Event:
Benefit Mineral & Gem Sale
“Generous Donations by Blackman,
Horowitz, Joseph, Walter & Others”

The Mineral Collect or’s
Newslet t er

Members in the News


By Vivien Gornitz, Secretary
Attendance: 30+
Location: Upper West Side, NYC

President Mitch Portnoy “presided”
Announcements:
 All Special Sale attendees received an

Arizona glauberite pseudomorph:



Mineral News
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More than 30 NYMC members found their
way to Mitch’s apartment on a hot, humid,
Sunday to make purchases from the many
recent donations of minerals, books,
supplies, jewelry and lapidary rough.
The highlight for all were splendid
specimens of quartz collected by Michael
Walter many years ago in Ellenville, NY.
Everyone was encouraged to select several
pieces and not miss this once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to add something special to
their mineral collections.
100% of the monies from these purchases
will benefit the Club and especially help to
make this year’s Carnelian Banquet in
October a memorable event and a little
cheaper for us all!
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The World of Minerals
The World of Minerals is a monthly column written by Dr. Vivien Gornitz on timely and interesting topics related
to geology, gemology, mineralogy, mineral history, etc.
Vivien is on a summer break – She’ll be back next month!

We Finally Know Where Extremely Rare Blue
Diamonds Come From
By Robin Andrews
Diamonds aren’t always pristine. In fact, most of the time
they contain inclusions – trapped chemical compounds they’ve
picked up along the way – which can give them a welcome or
unwanted hue. Take blue diamonds, for example: although rare,
it’s well known that it’s the element boron that gives them their
famous shade.

The Hope Diamond, a particularly storied example

As explained by a new Nature study, precisely where this
boron comes from has been something of a mystery for some
time now. Fortunately, after tinkering with the geochemistry of
dozens of these blue diamonds, the Gemological Institute of
America (GIA) has provided us with an answer.
Boron is near-ubiquitous in the crust, both oceanic and
continental. Clearly, this is getting sucked down deep below to
depths where diamond-forming fluid accumulates, but it’s not
been clear how it got there.
Taking a closer look at the mineral inclusions in these
diamonds – many of which hadn’t been seen before – using
X-rays and lasers, the team matched them with mineral
ancestors, geochemical precursors if you like, found in oceanic
crust segments.
Specifically, these were segments that trapped seawater and
dragged it into the mantle – the superheated, colossal, solid layer
that hides beneath the crust. As these broken crustal giants
headed through this layer, the seawater-enriched rocks were
“cooked”, and boron-rich fluids were released.
The physical structure of these mineral inclusions also
betray just how deep these blue diamonds form: in the lowest
parts of the mantle, at depths of at least 660 kilometers (410
miles). According to the study, this makes them “among the
deepest diamonds ever found.”
This research, above all else, adds another chapter to an already
insane story about the journey they go on before we dig them up.
It’s more surprising than you probably realize, because
diamonds aren’t what you think they are: compressed coal. So
where do they come from?

The vast majority of Earth’s diamonds were forged
somewhere in the mantle. Most diamonds formed between 1 and
3 billion years ago, at depths of around 150 kilometers (93
miles) beneath the continental crust, or 200 kilometers (124
miles) beneath the oceanic crust.
It’s likely that carbon dioxide, a major component of
magmatic bodies, is buried at extreme depth, where the high
temperature and very high pressures there compress it into a
diamond. It seems that they can only form in a very narrow
sliver of the upper mantle.
There’s no way we’d be able to mine diamonds at their
formation depth, though, so how the hell do they get to the
shallow crust where we can dig them out? That took the most
bonkers form of volcanic process known to science: kimberlite
eruptions.
Kimberlites are essentially cone-shaped pipes, and they only
seem to appear in ancient continental crust. Their magma source
was once exceedingly hot, very runny, and full of dissolved
gases.
When the internal pressure got a bit too much for the
surrounding crust, it rushed up through the crust. There was
likely a froth of carbon dioxide at the front, which was so
buoyant that it moved at speeds of 1,000 kilometers (621 miles)
per hour until it reached the surface.
These eruptions no longer happen. It’s thought that they
could only take place many millions of years ago, when Earth’s
innards were far hotter.

A kimberlite mine in Siberia

It’s a good thing they did, though. Their deep-seated magma
often included “alien rocks” from the mantle, named xenoliths
– and those xenoliths frequently contained those elusive
diamonds. The speed of the eruptions was key: if these eruptions
were any slower, the diamonds would transform into other, more
commonplace forms of carbon.
It seems that blue diamonds formed in the lower mantle, and
then got to the surface through the very same rocket ride. Not
only is that pretty damn cool, but it’s clear evidence that doomed
crust that once sat at the world’s surface is being recycled at
truly hellish depths.
Source: IFLScience.com from August 2, 2018
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Gemstones are Reportedly Raining Down from
the Sky Right Now in Hawaii
By Robin Andrews
Oh, Kilauea. Blue fire, volcanic tornadoes, baby volcanic
cone building, and the violent vaporization of the island’s largest
lake – what’s next in your box of flamboyant volcanological
wizardry?

It's raining olivine! Probably. It hasn't been directly witnessed yet, but the end result
certainly has been. Henri Koskinen/Shutterstock

Well, as has been reported in a few tweets, it appears that
it’s been raining gemstones, specifically olivine, onto the
ground. Plenty, including Mashable, have been wondering if this
is actually a legitimate process or not.
So is it? Possibly, but there are some caveats, including the
fact that the scientists on the ground there have yet to see this for
themselves.
The green gems you can see here are olivines, an extremely
common component of volcanic rocks. This iron-magnesium
mineral has its own geochemical spectrum, and comes in plenty
of flavors, but they tend to be light green in color and vitreous.
It’s ubiquitous in igneous rocks with a low-silica content,
like the sort that’s freshly erupting from Kilauea right now. It’s
one of the first things to take solid form within the magma as it
begins to cool underground.
In fact, the near-mantle derived magma that’s erupting now
is as hot as you can get – around 1,116°C (2,040°F) – which
suggests it has a very low silica content. This makes the
appearance of plenty of olivine more likely than it did a month
or so ago.

Green beach, green sand. Tomintx/Wikimedia Commons; CC BY-SA 4.0
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Olivine is actually already everywhere in Hawaii. Over time,
as this basaltic lava is weathered down, its mineral inclusions
fall out, including olivine. In fact, geologist David Bressan and
volcanologist Dr Janine Krippner were quick to point out to me
on Twitter that there’s an entire beach made of olivine on the
Big Island.
An extremely rare sight anywhere in the world, Hawaii’s –
Papakolea Beach – formed when olivine crystals eroded out of
the volcanic landscape. As these grains are heavier than many
others, they remain onshore while others get washed away,
which eventually produces a freakishly green beach.
It’s been suggested, though, that olivine is raining down on
the landscape. Is this plausible?
At present, lava is still entering the sea at multiple points in
Kapoho Bay. It’s happening frequently and quickly enough that
it’s making a new delta, the youngest land on Planet Earth.
This lava is coming entirely from Fissure 8, the last one
standing. As Dr Wendy Stovall, a senior volcanologist with the
United States Geological Survey (USGS), told us a few days
back, this focusing of the lava effusions on one single fissure is
typical for this kind of eruption.
The fluidity, gas-rich nature of the exceedingly hot magma
is representing itself at this fissure by creating lava fountains
higher than 20-story buildings, and plenty of that material is
raining down on the landscape.

The baby cinder cone isn’t so small anymore. Fissure 8, seen here on June 8. USGS
via Facebook

Plenty of this is going towards building that cinder cone you
see in the USGS’s photography of the area. Some is going
further afield, and seeing as this is the only source of vertical
lava, the olivine is likely to be coming from here.
“I think it is just coming out either in the air – which
civilians on the ground have said – or breaking free upon
impact,” Krippner told IFLScience. It’s probably not down to
weathering, as this “should take longer.”
If it is breaking free on impact, it’s likely escaping from
pieces of freshly cooled scoria, lava-formed rock that’s peppered
with very small holes called vesicles. Olivine, which has
crystallized out of the magma earlier as it chilled, is just hitching
a ride out of hell.
Stovall pointed out to IFLScience, however, that the
presence of olivine raining down is based on a second-hand
report. It hasn’t been observed by any of the USGS geologists,
who have also yet to see crystals like this on the ground.
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Olivine inclusions in a piece of Hawaiian scoria. Tomintx/Wikimedia Commons; CC
BY-SA 4.0

“I even had people who were in the field yesterday looking
for them,” she added, noting that it is nevertheless plausible that
olivine crystals could be preferentially fractionated out from the
melt near the lava fountain. At the moment, then, consider this
an open question.
Update: The USGS told me via Twitter that they still haven’t
seen this phenomenon for themselves, and the olivine doesn’t
look like primary deposits from Fissure 8. We’ll keep you
updated!
Source: IFLScience.com from June 13, 2018

Long Suspected Theory about the Moon Holds
Water
By Staff Writers
A team of Japanese scientists led by Masahiro Kayama of
Tohoku University’s Frontier Research Institute for
Interdisciplinary Sciences, has discovered a mineral known as
moganite in a lunar meteorite found in a hot desert in northwest
Africa.
This is significant because moganite is a mineral that
requires water to form, reinforcing the belief that water exists on
the Moon.
“Moganite is a crystal of silicon dioxide and is similar to
quartz. It forms on Earth as a precipitate when alkaline water
including SiO2 is evaporated under high pressure conditions,”
says Kayama. “The existence of moganite strongly implies that
there is water activity on the Moon.”
Kayama and his team analyzed 13 of the lunar meteorites
using sophisticated methods to determine chemical compositions
and structures of their minerals. These included electron
microscopy for high-magnification, and micro-Raman
spectroscopy to determine the structure of the minerals based on
their atomic vibration.
Moganite was found in only one of those 13 samples,
confirming the team’s theory that it could not have formed in the
African desert. “If terrestrial weathering had produced moganite
in the lunar meteorite, there should be moganite present in all the
samples that fell to Earth around the same time. But this was not
the case,” says Kayama.

5

He adds that part of the moganite had changed into the
high-pressure SiO2 minerals stishovite and coesite, which he
believes was most likely formed through heavy impact collisions
on the Moon
This is the first time that moganite has been detected in
lunar rocks. The researchers say the meteorites probably came
from an area of the Moon called Procellarum Terrane, and that
the moganite was formed through the process of water
evaporation in strong sunlight. Kayama’s working theory is that
deeper under the lunar surface, protected from the sun, crystals
of water ice could be abundant.
In recent years, space missions have found evidence of lunar
water or ice concentrated at the poles where sunlight appears at
a very narrow angle, leading to pockets of cold traps. This is the
first time, however, that the scientists have found evidence of
abundant water ice in the lunar subsurface at mid and lower
latitudes.
Kayama’s team estimates that the accumulation of water in
the lunar soil is about 0.6 weight percent. If they are right, future
lunar explorers would have easier access to the resource, which
would greatly enhance the chances of the Moon hosting human
settlement and infrastructure, and supporting a variety of
industries within the next few decades.
JAXA, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, is said to
be considering two future missions – a lunar pole landing
mission in five years to look for water resources and a sample
return mission from the far-side of the Moon in ten years.
In addition to testing for water in other silica minerals
found, Kayama and his team also plan to study water from solar
wind to the regolith soils and volcanic eruptions from the lunar
mantle. “Solar wind-induced water can give us new insight into
the history of sun activity, and volcanic water provides us with
information of lunar evolution together with water,” says
Kayama, about his lab’s next project. “It’s all very exciting.”
Source: Moondaily.com from June 15, 2018
Moganite is an oxide mineral with the chemical formula SiO 2
(silicon dioxide) that was discovered in 1984. It crystallizes in
the monoclinic crystal system. Moganite is considered a
polymorph of quartz: it has the same chemical composition as
quartz, but a different crystal structure.
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These Cherished Antique Watches Could Be
Killing You Slowly
By Aliyah Covner
Researchers from the University of Northampton and
Kingston University have discovered that the glow-in-the-dark
wristwatches that were popular in the first half of the 20th
century – and widely given out to British and American
servicemen – emit an extremely carcinogenic radioactive gas at
concentrations up to 12X higher than the maximum safe level.
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These luminous watches were made infamous in the 1940s
by the plight of the “Radium Girls” – the groups of working
women who hand painted the glowing dials at American watch
factories beginning before WWI and continuing up until the
outbreak of WWII.
Believing the radium was not only safe but actually
beneficial to their health (at the time it was seen as a miraculous
cure-all and added to beauty products and food), the women
would wet and shape the brush tips with their mouths and lips in
between dips into the radium paint. They quickly began to
develop a host of horrifying health problems; the first and most
common was rapid tooth loss accompanied by chronic,
unhealable gum ulcers. In many cases, the jawbone eventually
crumbled away, and a large number died young from internal
hemorrhaging.
All in all, it might be time to downgrade these objects from
beloved family heirloom to carefully disposed of waste.

A collection of radium painted clocks. Photo credit: EPA.

The startling revelation about radium dial watches came
from an analysis of 30 specimens by Dr Robin Crockett and
professor Gavin Gillmore as part of an international report about
radon exposure.
The two note that although it has been known for some time
that the radium in these timepieces continually decays into
radon, very few studies have quantified it.
“These results show that the radon emitted from individual
watches can potentially pose a serious cancer risk,” Dr Crockett
said in a statement, alluding to the established link between
radon and lung cancer. “This is of concern because in addition
to military watches being particularly prized by collectors, many
individual radium-dial watches are kept as mementoes by
ex-servicemen and their descendants.”
Radon is a colorless and odorless gas continually present in
the environment due to the decay of naturally occurring uranium
and thorium ore into radium, which in turn – with a half-life of
1,600 years – undergoes alpha decay into radon, producing
ionizing radiation in the process. Because such ores are more
abundant in certain regions, and get transported during industrial
processes, public health organizations recommend that homes
and buildings should have their radon levels periodically tested.
Using radiation detectors, Crockett and Gillmore determined
that the radon emitted by the entire collection of watches
produced approximately 13,400 becquerels per meter cubed
(Bq/m3) of radiation when placed in a space of similar size as a
storage room or small bedroom. Public Health England
recommends that indoor spaces should aim for no more than 100
Bq/m3.
The three watches that were in the worst physical condition,
and thus had the least shielding around the radium paint, emitted
between 200 and 1,200 Bq/m3 each.
Crockett and Gillmore stress that the proper handling and
storage of these watches is critical in order to protect one’s
health. The scientists estimate that millions of radium dial
watches remain in circulation in antique shops or sitting in
family jewelry boxes and private collections, despite their sordid
history.

The radium girls hard at work painting watch faces at an American company.
Wikimedia Commons

Source: IFLScience.com from June 16, 2018

Scientists Can Now Suck Yellowcake Uranium
Out of Seawater
By Tom Hale
Like some kind of modern-day alchemy, scientists have
found a way to extract yellowcake uranium from seawater.
Yellowcake is the refined powered form of uranium ore.
After it’s been enriched, it can be used to produce fuel for
nuclear power reactors. With further processing and enrichment,
it can also be made into weapons-grade uranium too.
Until very recently, you could only get your hands on this
stuff by mining uranium from the earth. Now, scientists have
announced the development of a method that can draw
yellowcake out of seawater using a low-cost modified yarn.
“This is a significant milestone,” Gary Gill, a researcher at
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), said in a
statement. “It indicates that this approach can eventually provide
commercially attractive nuclear fuel derived from the oceans —
the largest source of uranium on earth.”
Seawater naturally contains about three parts per billion of
uranium. The newly developed acrylic fiber attracts and holds on
to dissolved uranium naturally found in the water.
“We have chemically modified regular, inexpensive yarn, to
convert it into an adsorbent which is selective for uranium,
efficient and reusable,” added Chien Wai, president of the
Supercritical Technologies at LCW, an Idaho-based clean energy
company.
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Your Birthstone According to the Middle Ages
By Cait Stevenson

This first gram of yellowcake was produced from uranium captured from seawater
with modified yarn. LCW Supercritical Technologies

Gill continued, “For each test, we put about two pounds of
the fiber into the tank for about one month and pumped the
seawater through quickly, to mimic conditions in the open
ocean. LCW then extracted the uranium from the adsorbent and,
from these first three tests, we got about five grams — about
what a nickel weighs. It might not sound like much, but it can
really add up.”
This new project has been no small feat. It has been seven
years in the works and cost roughly $25 million to complete. The
US, Japan, and China have all been competing to master this feat
for several years, but it finally looks like the US beat them to
punch. The next step in the challenge is to scale-up their
technique. The lab is currently applying for some further funding
to test out this new uranium extraction out in the field in the Gulf
of Mexico.
Unlike uranium mined from the ground, the amount of
uranium in seawater is virtually inexhaustible. Forbes has
previously estimated it could fuel a thousand 1,000-MW nuclear
power plants for 100,000 years. Equally, conventional uranium
mining is riddled with a whole load of political, social, and
environmental controversies. For one, miners have been shown
to suffer from higher rates of lung cancer. It can also
contaminate groundwater and surface water with uranium by
leaching processes.
The next step is to test out this extraction process in the
warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico, where due to the
temperature, extraction rates are expected to be three to five
times higher. This, the researchers hope, will show that obtaining
uranium from seawater is a viable, economical option.
Source: IFLScience.com from June 27, 2018

Preparation of Yellowcake, Purified U3O8 ( Uranium Information Center)

The Canterbury Tales’ Prioress, more concerned with luxury
than fighting luxuria, notoriously carries a set of prayer beads
ending not in a cross but in a pendant reading “Love conquers
all.” When Chaucer specifically mentions that its dainty beads
are made of coral, it’s not an idle description—polished coral,
like gems and minerals, had significant meanings and powers in
the medieval geological imagination.
In the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, in fact, coral
was undergoing a change in meaning. To high medieval scholars
like Thomas of Cantimpré, the branching nature of living coral
took the shape of Christ’s cross, giving it strong powers as a
ward against things like storms and epilepsy. By the early
modern era, coral amulets promised success in earthly, lustful
love. Chaucer’s use of coral, therefore, seems to add to the
devotional ambivalence of the character.
Most of us today are probably familiar with the concept of
birthstones—precious gems associated with each month, like a
petrological Zodiac. It turns out birthstones are more or less an
invention of modern jewelry manufacturers, whose meanings all
boil down to “Buy this ring.” But this is boring. So I thought,
why not make birthstones mean something today by looking at
their superpowers according to the Middle Ages?
Fortunately, there’s an entire genre of texts known as
lapidaries, from authors like Bartholomeus Anglicus and Albert
the Great, to help us out!

Aquamarine stone with the portrait of Julia Domna (died AD 217),
the wife of Emperor Septimius Severus.

March
Aquamarine is a form of beryl, to which were attributed all
sorts of fantastical powers … except medieval lapidary authors’
descriptions make it clear their idea of beryl was really clear
rock quartz. So instead, the stone “diacodos” or substitute was
lightly colored quartz or beryl, like aquamarine. It was a favorite
of magicians in the Hermetic tradition—perhaps used for some
crystal-gazing fortune telling, but also supposed to help a person
summon demons.
What gives, March? Your other birthstone, bloodstone, also
had a much stronger presence in necromantic texts than
quasi-scientific ones (and not because of its vaguely creepy
modern name—it was called “heliotropium” in the Middle Ages
and linked to the sun). According to ancient magicians repeated
by medieval authors, a bloodstone placed in water could darken
the sun or turn its light red as blood, and boil the clouds of the
sky into thunderstorms.
It was also said to stop bleeding, but who needs that when
you can trigger a solar eclipse on demand?
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April
Tired of having an expensive but ubiquitous birthstone?
Grab a time machine! Thanks to the tremendous hardness of
diamond and skill needed to cut it properly, medieval lapidaries
(the people, not the books) didn’t really bother to invest the time
to master the optics of refraction to make diamond look like it
does today. So writers like Thomas of Cantimpre were first of all
concerned with describing ways to destroy it. For example,
soaking the stone in the blood of a goat—especially a drunk
goat–might soften it enough to cut it.
Diamonds could, however, protect the wearer against
insanity and nightmares. Now that is how to market an
engagement ring.
May
The green beryl we know as emerald was, in the Middle
Ages, one of the recognized types of a gemstone
category/variety called “smaragdus” (or the more recognizable
esmaraldus). Consequently, an enormous set of abilities granted
to individual varieties came to apply to the whole group.
Wearing an emerald amulet could help you win arguments, get
rich, cure epilepsy, prevent thunderstorms, improve your
memory, and predict the future.
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July
The ruby was another gem invested with poison-neutering
ability, but most of its reputation related to its deep clear red
color—the color of Mars. Its monetary value to jewelers
depended on how much it shown in the dark: not at all, only
when water was poured over it, or all on its own “like a live
coal.”
Also —your birthstone in Greek is “anthrax.”
August
Sixteenth-century heraldry and arms encyclopedist Gerard
Legh carefully acknowledged his debt to the medieval lapidary
tradition when he noted that sardonyx could “put away lechery”
and keep its bearer chaste in thought and action. But he added a
military meaning onto the usual set of mystical attributes of
stones. Sardonyx reminds its bearer that in battle, care is better
than haste.
As a form of olivine, peridot was typically tagged as
chrysolitus in medieval lapidaries. Thus, it was considered one
of the twelve stones building the walls of the New Jerusalem in
Revelation 21. This was of far less concern to lapidary
authors—even the theologians in religious orders!—than its
medical, magical, and moral powers. Marbode of Rennes said to
wear peridot in a gold setting as a bracelet on your left wrist,
from which it could ward off nightmares and demons. Albert the
Great said he knew from observation and testing that if you
ground peridot to a powder, it could cure asthma. And “expel
stupidity.” Clearly, a fitting birthstone for a common “back to
school” month!
September

Medieval Emerald ring – British Museum

Well, as long as you don’t have sex. Albert the Great repeats
a legend that the King of Hungary wore an emerald ring to bed.
The stone was so upset even by legal and licit intercourse
between the king and queen that it broke into three pieces.
June
Perhaps unsurprisingly, many qualities attributed to
moonstone in the Middle Ages related to the moon. It was said
to grown and shrink in size with the moon’s waxing and waning,
and the strength of its powers skyrocketed on certain days of the
lunar cycle. The moonstone was above all a tool for divination:
placing it under your tongue could inculcate knowledge of a
specific action one must take (or not).
As for pearl, really the most important thing we learn is that
Albert the Great really liked eating oysters, and often ended up
with a mouthful of pearls for his haste in consuming them.

14th century gold ring with a ruby – The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Byzantine pendant showing the Virgin and Child – includes pearls, emeralds,
garnets, sapphires, and a sardonyx – The Metropolitan Museum of Art

What we know today as sapphire was most probably
identified as the blue form of hyacinthus or iacinthus in medieval
sources. A blue “having nothing watery about it” hue was
considered the most valuable form. In some accounts, sapphire
was reputed as a remedy against poison—and made its wearer
rich, clever, and happy.
October
Ancient and medieval authorities worried that staring too
long at opal, trying to capture all its colors, would damage
people’s eyesight. Either for that or for the similarity of its Latin
name (ophthalmus) to ophthalmia the eye disease, it was
associated with vision but in a deeply ambivalent way. It could
protect the eyes of someone who wore it as an amulet, but
damage other people’s.
Oh, yeah, and it could turn you invisible.
November
In the Middle Ages, topaz was thought to take the forms
either of the clear orangey-yellow stone we know today, or a
mockery of gold—our pyrite or fool’s gold. As the transparent
topaz, it could instantaneously cool boiling water or cure
hemorrhoids; as pyrite, it could scare off tornadoes.
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December
Albert the Great describes the color and opaqueness of
turquoise: “as if milk had penetrated the blue color and risen to
the surface.” Turquoise was said to heal eye problems, and
amulets were worn to ward off basically every kind of
misfortune.
In itself, lapis lazuli was considered a strong opposition to
disorders caused by excessive black bile, especially fever and
fainting. (Sometimes it was considered a form of sapphire with
the attendant powers…the more valuable form!) However, lapis
lazuli is the semi-precious gem whose primary special use was
artistic rather than medical. It was the source of the famous (and
infamously expensive) pigment ultramarine so loved by late
medieval and Renaissance painters—at least, those who could
afford it.
January
The stones medieval people recognized as garnet tended to
be darker red or red-violet than rubies. Jewelers recommended
setting them against black. Garnet was the happy gem! Forget
poison prevention—garnet warded off sorrow and brought
gladness.
February
Amethyst was said to prevent drunkenness.
Somehow this never shows up in sermons against gluttony.
Source: www.medievalists.net from June 29, 2018
Dear Fellow NYMC Members,
My name is Morgan Vlad-McCabe and I am seeking some
career advice from fellow members. I currently work for a
translation company in a project management position, but am
contemplating a change of industry. I graduated from McGill
University with a major in International Development and
double minor in Russian Language and Humanistic Studies. If
anyone has any experience in the following fields, I would
greatly appreciate an opportunity to chat and learn more about
what your day-to-day responsibilities are/were like, and what
you enjoy(ed) most about working in that field.
1. Environmental Conservation/Regulation
2. Renewable Energy Technologies
3. Resource Extraction/Mining
4. Geological Engineering
5. Space Mining
6. Consulting Services
7. International Relations
As I am in an information gathering stage, I am hoping to learn
about all sectors, be it public, private, or non-profit. I can be
reached via email at: mvladmccabe@gmail.com
Thank you!!

Morgan
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Topics in Gemology
Topics in Gemology is a monthly column written by Diana Jarrett, GG, RMV, based on gemological questions posed to
her over the years by beginners and experts alike. Contact her at diana@dianajarrett.com.

Light My Fire
I have a soft spot for wonky gemstones that may be
overlooked as being too exotic or might just take a lot of work
to drum up interest. But that’s part of their appeal, at least for
me. Many attractive stones remain off the radar for both
consumers and certainly in the jeweler’s case . . . but should
they?

still relatively unknown to collectors. Once you see one of these
beauties that have been faceted you will definitely want one, and
should, in your own collection.”
Sphalerite is in an elite group of ultra-fiery stones—and
there aren’t many other members in that circle. Zircon,
demantoid garnet and sphene are also in the category of mostfiery jewels. That particular trait makes for an exciting cut
gemstone—the kind that you want to say “wow” and then be at
a loss for words.
Two of the most important sources for this outstanding gemmineral are the Chivera mine in Sonora, Mexico, and one on
Spain’s northern coast, the Picos de Europa mine. It can turn up
in Namibia and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Gem
quality sphalerite is most often seen in shades of yellow to honey
brown, a red or a warm orange, and even yellow-green.

Sphalerite and diamond earrings in 18K gold by Lisi Fracchia

Today jewelry lovers are more demanding than ever before.
We live in the age of hyper-personalization. Pretty much
everything in our culture today is worthy of aiding and abetting
the modern person’s sense of individuality. Why else would
there be stores overloaded with whimsically designed cell phone
cases on every corner just waiting for someone to personalize
their utilitarian device? So jewelry shoppers are also looking for
the out-of-the-ordinary in their accessories as well as in other
areas of their lives.
An almost unheard of gemstone that’s turning my head
lately is sphalerite. Other than being known mostly to serious
gemologists or avid rock hounds–this alluring stone has pretty
much eluded the limelight. What it’s got going for it and clearly
what sets it apart from other stones is fire–big time fire. “It has
an adamantine luster. Actually it’s more dispersive than
diamonds; three times higher than a diamond to be exact,”
reports gemstone authority Cheryl Ells, GG AJP.

Sphalerite in calaverite matrix specimen

Mainstream jewelers for mass manufactured items have
avoided this rare stone mostly due to its hardness factor—or to
be more precise, its lack of hardness. True, it’s 3.5-4 on the Mohs
scale, so setting it in a ring is pretty much a no-no. But it can be
ideal in a fabulous pendant, or earrings, and it sometimes does
just that thanks to imaginative designers who are daring in the
creative department.
International designer Lisi Fracchia is celebrated for her
dynamic use of colored gemstones in all of her collections. So
it’s not surprising that she finds sphalerite to be a perfect stone
for her exciting creations. “As if in a dream, your eye catches the
brilliant tones of the sphalerite. . . no wonder it is a gem you fall
in love with,” says Lisi.

Sphalerite, tourmaline and citrine pendant in 18K gold by Lisi Fracchia

Although Cheryl has been examining exotic stones for
decades, many at their source, she holds a special fondness for
sphalerite. “I love gem quality sphalerite because it is rare and

Spanish sphalerite modified round brilliant cut shows high dispersion
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Charting the Divine Plan:
The Art of Orra White Hitchcock (1796–1863)
June 12, 2018 – October 14, 2018
American Folk Art Museum
2 Lincoln Square, New York City

Charting the Divine Plan: The Art of Orra White Hitchcock
(1796–1863) explores the confluence of art, love, science, and
religion in the extraordinary art of Orra White Hitchcock, one of
America’s first female scientific illustrators.

Her marriage in 1821 to Amherst College professor Edward
Hitchcock cemented a years-long friendship and collaboration
based on a bedrock of faith and science, mutual respect, close
observation, and mental capacity for the largest of ideas. Orra
White exhibited a prodigious scientific mind and abundant
artistic talent at an early age.

The exhibition traces her development from schoolgirl
projects to highly accomplished renderings of the natural scenery
of the Connecticut River Valley used in her husband’s many
geology publications. Less well known are colorful paintings on

11

cotton—some more than twelve feet long—that were used to
illustrate her husband’s many college lectures on geology,
botany, zoology, and anatomy. In these, Orra White Hitchcock
communicated complex scientific principles in abstract visual
terms that now appear gorgeously fresh and modern.

Archival letters, manuscripts, diaries, and albums place
Edward and Orra White Hitchcock in the very heart of
international scientific inquiry. In the early years of the
nineteenth century, when the natural world was a place of
wonder, Edward Hitchcock, theologian and scientist, saw the
interconnectedness of God’s created world, and Orra White
Hitchcock made it manifest through her art for all to comprehend
and marvel.
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Bring an additional friend or loved one!
132nd Anniversary New York Mineralogical Club Banquet
Date:
Time:
Place:
Cost:

October 17, 2018 [Wednesday Evening]
6:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. [Social Hour & Silent Auction from 6 p.m. - 7 p.m.]
Watson Hotel Manhattan, 57th Street Between Ninth & Tenth Avenues, NYC
$30 for Members/Guests (Advance Payment); $35 for Non-Members (or Payment at the Door)

Gala Dinner Menu
Appetizer Platter
Salad • Pasta
Choice of Entree
chicken • salmon • beef • vegetarian • kosher
Potatoes & Seasonal Vegetables
Selection of Breads & Rolls
Red & White Wine
Soft Drink Assortment
“Carnelian” Dessert Selection
Coffee & Tea

Special Banquet Theme

“The Richness of Carnelian”
Amount
Please reserve _______ seat(s) for me at the banquet @ $30.00 per member (or $35.00 per non-member) each.
I will probably be ordering G Salmon G Chicken G Beef G Vegetarian for my dinner entree(s).
Special Food Instructions (if any):
Special Seating Instructions (if any):
Also included are my 2019 New York Mineralogical Club Membership Dues (G $25 Individual, G $35 Family).
I am adding a Wine/Dessert Donation to help make the banquet an affair to remember. (Each bottle costs about $25)
Please bring _____ copies of Club’s Newest Publication, “The 100” for me. (Each book @ $10.00)
I’d like to get ____ of the Drawstring Backpack(s) which features the Club. (Each backpack @ $5.00)
Please reserve _____ set(s) of the Boxed Carnelian Note Card Sets for me. (Sets @ $5.00 each include envelopes)
I wish to make an Additional Donation as a sponsor to help support the banquet and the NYMC.
» Total Included

Other Comments:

Name(s)
Street Address

Apt. No.

City
Phone

State
Email

Zip
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2018-19 Club Calendar
Date

Event

Location

Remarks & Information

1 st Wednesday!
September 5

Meeting at 6:00 pm

Watson Hotel, Manhattan

Special Lecture: Dr. Peter Kelemen –
“Capturing CO2 in Natural Rocks”

3 rd Wednesday!
October 17

Annual Gala Banquet

Mezzanine B & C
Watson Hotel, Manhattan

Theme: Carnelian ; Silent Auction; Awards;
Fun & Games; Gifts & MANY Surprises!

November 14

Meeting at 6:00 pm

Watson Hotel, Manhattan

Special Lecture: Roland Scal –
“The Microscope and Minerals”

December 12

Meeting at 6:00 pm

Watson Hotel, Manhattan

Special Lecture: David Baker –
“The Diverse World of the AGTA”

2 nd Annual Movie Night

Watson Hotel, Manhattan

Modern Marvels: “Rocks”;
More Details to Follow

February 13

Meeting at 6:00 pm

Mezzanine A & B
Watson Hotel, Manhattan

Annual Members’ Show & Tell;
5 th Annual Chinese Auction

March 13

Meeting at 6:00 pm

Watson Hotel, Manhattan

Special Lecture: Diana Singer –
“What Makes Good (Jewelry) Good?”

April 10

Meeting at 6:00 pm

Watson Hotel, Manhattan

Special Lecture: Howard Heitner –
“Color in Minerals”

January 9, 2019

2018-19 Show & Event Calendar
Date

Event

Location

Remarks & Information

September 8-9

Annual Jewelry, Gem &
Mineral Show

New Milford High School, New
Milford, Connecticut

Danbury Mineralogical Society, sponsor

September 22-23

Annual Gem & Mineral Show
& Sale

Gold’s Gym Family Sports
Complex, Poughkeepsie, NY

Mid-Hudson Gem & Mineral Society, sponsor;
Theme: Fossils

October 13-14

South Jersey Gem, Jewelry,
Mineral & Fossil Show

1721 Springdale Road,
Cherry Hill, New Jersey

Website: www.sjmineralshow.com

November 3-4

Gem, Mineral, Jewelry and
Fossil Show

Civic Center, 90 Harding Road,
Old Greenwich, Connecticut

Stamford Mineralogical Society, sponsor

November 10-11

Fall NYC Gem, Mineral,
Jewelry & Fossil Show

Grand Ballroom, Watson Hotel,
New York City

25+ High Quality Dealers; NYMC Booth;
Lectures; Wholesale Section

November 24-25

Rock & Mineral Weekend

Morris Museum, Morristown,
New Jersey

Morris Museum Mineralogical Society,
sponsor

May 31, 2019 &
June 1-2, 2019

EFMLS Convention &
Orange Co. Mineral Show

Monroe, New York

Sponsor: Orange County Mineral Society

For more extensive national and regional show information check online:
AFMS Website: http://www.amfed.org and/or the EFMLS Website: http://www.amfed.org/efmls

The New York Mineralogical Club, Inc.
Founded in 1886 for the purpose of increasing interest in the science of mineralogy through
the collecting, describing and displaying of minerals and associated gemstones.
Website: www.newyorkmineralogicalclub.org
P.O. Box 77, Planetarium Station, New York City, New York, 10024-0077
President
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Treasurer
Editor & Archivist
Membership
Webmaster
Director
Director

Mitchell Portnoy
Anna Schumate
Vivien Gornitz
Diane Beckman
Mitchell Portnoy
Mark Kucera
Joseph Krabak
Richard Rossi
Sam Waldman

2018 Executive Committee
46 W. 83rd Street #2E, NYC, NY, 10024-5203
27 E. 13th Street, Apt. 5F, NYC, NY, 10003
101 W. 81st Street #621, NYC, NY, 10024
265 Cabrini Blvd. #2B, NYC, NY, 10040
46 W. 83rd Street #2E, NYC, NY, 10024-5203
25 Cricklewood Road S., Yonkers, NY, 10704
(Intentionally left blank)
6732 Ridge Boulevard, Brooklyn, NY, 11220
2801 Emmons Ave, #1B, Brooklyn, NY, 11235

email: mitchpnyc@aol.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (212) 580-1343
email: annaschumate@mindspring.com . . . . (646) 737-3776
email: vgornitz@gmail.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (212) 874-0525
email: djbeckman@aol.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (212) 927-3355
email: mitchpnyc@aol.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (212) 580-1343
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email: rossirocks92@aol.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . (718) 745-1876
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Dues: $25 Individual, $35 Family per calendar year. Meetings: 2nd Wednesday of every month (except August) at the Watson Hotel, 440 West 57th Street between Ninth
and Tenth Avenues, New York City, New York. Meetings will generally be held in one of the conference rooms on the Mezzanine Level. The doors open at 5:30 P.M. and
the meeting starts at 6:45 P.M. (Please watch for any announced time / date changes.) This bulletin is published monthly by the New York Mineralogical Club, Inc. The
submission deadline for each month’s bulletin is the 20th of the preceding month. You may reprint articles or quote from this bulletin for non-profit usage only provided
credit is given to the New York Mineralogical Club and permission is obtained from the author and/or Editor. The Editor and the New York Mineralogical Club are not
responsible for the accuracy or authenticity of information or information in articles accepted for publication, nor are the expressed opinions necessarily those of the officers
of the New York Mineralogical Club, Inc.

Next Meeting: Wednesday Evening, September 5, 2018 from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m
Mezzanine Level, Watson Hotel, 57th Street & Tenth Avenue, New York City
Special Lecture: Dr. Peter B. Kelemen – “Carbon Mineralization in Peridotite”
New York Mineralogical Club, Inc.
Mitchell Portnoy, Bulletin Editor
P.O. Box 77, Planetarium Station
New York City, New York 10024-0077

FIRST CLASS

George F. Kunz
Founder

